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National Association of Senior & Specialty Move Managers Welcomes  

Jersey Moving Pro as a New Member 

 

CITY, State – The National Association of Senior & Specialty Move Managers® (NASMM) is pleased to welcome 

Jersey Moving Pro as its newest member. 

 

“On behalf of NASMM, I am pleased to welcome Jersey Moving Pro to NASMM’s family of premier Senior & 

Specialty Move Management providers,” said Mary Kay Buysse, NASMM’s Executive Director.  “As a member of 

NASMM, Jersey Moving Pro is bound by a pledge of integrity, committed to best practices in client services, 

business operations, safety and ethics and is dedicated to continuing professional development.”  

 

Family Owned and Operated out of  New Jersey, Jersey Moving Pro is committed to providing our customers with 

first class service.   Each one of our employees is professionally trained in the fine art of moving,  packing delicate 

belongings and  handling the most prized possessions with the utmost level of care.   Whether it be a residential, 

cross state or a cross country move, we know first-hand that moving is both exciting but at the same time can be 

extremely overwhelming. Our relocation specialists are highly skilled in all types of moves and are especially 

sensitive to the needs and concerns of seniors transitioning to new living circumstances.   We take the worry out of 

the experience so that each  move is as seamless, efficient and as organized as possible.  

 

 

“Through our membership with NASMM, we have access to support and resources which enhance our ability to 

provide client-centered Move Management services with compassion and integrity.” said Kennie Marie Blanck, 

General Manager. 

 

Making a major move at any age is difficult and stressful.  Recognizing and managing the stress of downsizing and 

relocating older adults, their families, specialized clients and businesses is the hallmark of the National Association 

of Senior & Specialty Move Managers®, the leading membership organization for Move Managers in the United 

States, Canada and abroad.  With over 1000 members, NASMM is recognized for its innovative programs and 

expertise related to Senior & Specialty Move Management, later-life transitions and relocation issues affecting older 

adults and clients with specialized needs. 

 
 

For more information, contact Carol Brenner, Relocation Specialist 

 at 908-543-4366 x 110 or via email: carol@jerseymovingpro.com 
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